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About This Game

【Intro】

A game about romancing monks?! All the romanceable characters are monks?!
Sweet yet seductive! The untainted body and soul that only you can touch…

PS: The game is set in an alternate history with an alternate religion.

【Hair Switch】

If it doesn’t suit your taste then shave their hair off! There’s actually a unique option to control the male characters’ hair at will!

【"Awful" Characters】

Completely fixated on training yet a lover of all things fuzzy denpa Zhikong, the outwardly charming yet inwardly shy frugal
housewife Huihai, the martial artist clean freak and tsundere ponytail Ziqing, there’s surely someone who will interest you.

No one is normal?!

【Performance】

Lively visual performance, some CGs are even partially animated!
Lost in Secular Love that was initially released on 2014 is now finally on Steam! The ban against livestreaming and/or recording
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gameplay has also been lifted! Anyone is welcome to record/livestream gameplay!
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Title: Lost in Secular Love
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
YETU GAME
Publisher:
YETU GAME
Release Date: 28 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows xp

Processor: 1000MHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Memory 128Mb

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Sound Card: Built-in Sound Card

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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i Like This Game. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVBjMEGjk50. This looks like a russian kid's school project, and plays
worse. Very poor controls for a driving game, awful SFX in the menus, and no progression available it seems. Just a crappy
truck that you can upgrade, but no other vehicles available afaik. Very poor.. Quite a nice game, I liked it. Not a whole lot of
playtime, though I did miss a few of the achievements somewhere. Nice story with a bit of puzzle to it, I sure hope we get a
sequel though. Not quite my style of game, but I'd definitely recommend it, especially for free!. its broken. needs a ton of
polish, i think the ship uses a model of another ship since it gets me stuck everywhere and i can just run off it and walk on the
ocean. the islands are just repeats every time. would not recommend in current state of the dlc. (still like base game though).
The Achievements alone make this game worth buying
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Doodle God is a PC port of a classic, casual, mobile game. The goal of Doodle God is to unlock "elements" by combining two
previous elements already discovered. For example, you can combine Fire and Earth to make Lava, and then use Lava to
combine and unlock more elements.

To be clear, there is not a lot of depth to this game. You can continue to try and combine elements, use the hints, and just guess
your way to the end. There are however some clever jokes hidden into the combinations that will get a chuckle when you find
them. The elements will grow into fantasy and technological "elements" such as Dragons, Rockets, and Magic, so things do
escalate over time.

This game is not for you if you are expectating a grand experience, or a super deep simulator. This is a game best played on a
tablet, and can provide some hours of casual fun.

Achievement Quest: The achievements are annoying in this game, where you have to find every reaction in the game (some of
the elements have repeats). There are some guides online that have every reaction, so use that and work to find duplicates as
needed. If you use hints, you will have to repeat the main quest to get the achievements.. For a game still in it's alpha stage, I
strongly recommend it.. Wasn't sure what to expect with this game, but it surprised me in a great way. A lot of depth, very
unique, and challenging. Recommend this highly.. A charming, albeit a bit short game that definitly deservers more recognition.
The voice recordings sometimes sound a bit off, but that's probably because it was a low budget production. The drawings,
music and story are beautiful. Well done :). The graphics are great and for a simulation game like this, one of the best currently
on the market . However, this is not really a game but more a simulation program of model train layouts with working models.
The building possibility's are extensive but need a steep learning curve in knowing how to use all of those. Very helpful are the
included tutorials. It is impressive how deep the development went and basically almost everything can be modified in some
way. All of the moving traffic (trains,cars, people) can be programmed to run automatically with switching camera angles.
Buying expensive additional downloads (priced in EURO) trough the EEP shop website can be done by being redirected back
and forward into your Steam account and paid for by funds in the Steam wallet. Many free downloads are available from the
"modding" community as well. Summarizing, very "thought trough" program and highly recommended for train freaks like me..
It looks very fun but i keep crashing on my 3rd battle it happened 2 times now please help me fix this problem but i still
recommend this game because it has so much potential. DEV I KNOW WHY I AM CRASHING THE ZOMBIE CHICKENS
WHEN I KILL THEM I CRASH AND MY PC CAN HANDLE THIS GAME VERY WELL FIX YOUR GAME!!!.
Recommended for anybody who liked the first game, wait for a sale tho because it's pretty short for 30 bucks. Quacks-quacks..
An awesome game reminiscent of Contra and Ikari Warriors!. It's with reluctance that I'm passing on this one.
It's a rogue-like minesweeper with fabulous artwork.
My problem is there is no way to really win the game.
Your quest is to find a dead man's rotting testicles.
Yes, you heard me right.
You'll see them served on a platter...
Every time you start the game on that long loading screen.
And when you finally find his sexual organs, they levitate away.
Tell me, what incentive is there for chasing after a pair of runaway testicles?
I guess hemorrhoids just weren't disgusting enough.
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